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Abstract: In this paper, a coaxial gated SB-CNTFET with double gates heterojunction DGHJ is proposed. By using 
a non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) method, the transport characteristics of a DGHJ-SB-CNTFET is 
compared to those of conventional SB-CNTFET with homogenous channel. According to simulation results, DGHJ-
SB-CNTFET demonstrates much less leakage tunnelling current, larger ON-OFF current ratio (ION / IOFF), 
suppression of ambipolar characteristics and better switching parameters. According to these advantages, the 
proposed structure could be a suitable candidate for low-power and high speed applications. 
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1.Introduction: 

Carbon nanotube transistors have excellent 
electrical performance that is as good as or better than 
state-of-the art silicon devices [1, 2]. However, it is 
found that the ambipolar behaviour of Schottky barrier 
carbon nanotube field effect transistors (SB-CNTFETs) 
limits the performance of these devices [3-8]. The use 
of SB-CNTFETs in conventional CMOS-circuits will 
require careful device design to avoid the ambipolar 
phenomenon resulting in high leakage current at 
negative gate-to-source voltages (VGS). For better 
performance, the ambipolar conduction must be 
suppressed and only one branch of I-V characteristics 
must be used. Using a large diameter tube reduces the 
bandgap and significantly increases the OFF current 
(IOFF) at the ambipolar bias point. At the same time, the 
ON-current (ION) is also improved, but the ON-OFF 
current ratio decreases significantly as the nanotube 
diameter increases [4, 6]. The small bandgap of a large 
diameter tube leads to a strong ambipolar conduction 
even if the gate oxide is thick and barrier heights for 
electrons and holes are asymmetric [4].Here we use a 
CNT with variable diameter instead of homogenous 
tube to construct a double gate heterojunction (DGHJ). 
The concept of using variable diameter CNT was 
demonstrated in [9]. 

In this work, the performance of DGHJ-SB-CNT 
is explored. We assume ballistic transport and solve the 
NEGF self-consistently with the Poisson equation. 
Also, we assume a coaxial geometry as it provides the 
best electrostatic control by the gate and, therefore, the 
minimum channel length for electrostatic consideration 
[10]. A zigzag nanotube is assumed, and an atomistic 
description in terms of pz orbitals is used [11]. The 
detailed methodology of our simulator is mentioned in 
our previous work [6]. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic cross sections of DGHJ-SB-CNTFET 

 
Simulation Results: A schematic of the proposed 
DGHJ-SB-CNTFET is shown in Fig. (1). For a fair 
comparison, all devices studied herein are in the same 
conditions. At first, the simulated IDS-VGS 
characteristics of the proposed DGHJ-SB-CNTFET, 
with the left channel zigzag CNT (14, 0) and the right 
channel zigzag CNT (11, 0), and conventional 
(homogenous) SB-CNTFET with zigzag CNT (14, 0) 
or zigzag CNT (11, 0) are illustrated in Fig. (2).We 
define ON-current (ION) when VGS = VDS, and OFF 
current (IOFF) when VGS = 0. As shown in Fig. (2), there 
is no ambipolar conduction in transfer characteristics of 
the proposed structure. Also, the ON-current (ION) of 
the proposed structure is approximately 3 orders of 
magnitude larger than that of (11, 0) the conventional 
device, and approximately equal to ION of (14, 0) 
conventional device. OFF-current (IOFF) is more than 
one order of magnitude lower than that of (11, 0) 
conventional device. As a result, using DGHJ tube 
increases the ON-current, decreases OFF-current and 
suppresses the ambipolar conduction. 

To get the best characteristics of DGHJ-SB-
CNTFET, it is worthwhile to obtain the optimum nL 
and nR value. Fig. (3) evaluates ION/IOFF current ratio 
versus nL for two different values of nR. The variation 
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of nL and nR changes tunnelling width and has a greater 
effect on IOFF than ION. As shown in Fig. (3), nL = 14 
and nR = 11 is the optimum scaling for DGHJSB-
CNTFET with maximum ION / IOFF current ratio. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Comparison of the simulated IDS-VGS 
characteristics of DGHJ-SB-CNTFET ((14, 0), (11, 0)) 
with the conventional (homogeneous) SB-CNTFET (11, 0) 
and (14, 0) at VDS = 0.4 V 

 

 
Fig. 3 Variation of ON-OFF-current ratio as a function of 
nL 

 
For further comparison, we evaluate the ION /IOFF 

current ratio versus VDS. As observed in Fig. (4), for the 
whole range of VDS, the ION / IOFF ratio for the DGHJ-
SB-CNTFET is larger than that for the conventional 
SB-CNTFET. In the best case (the worst case) the ION / 
IOFF ratio for the DGHJ-SB-CNTFET is approximately 
3 orders (1 order) of magnitude larger than that of 
conventional device. In contrast to conventional results, 
there is no peak in ION / IOFF ratio of the proposed 
structure along the whole range of VDS. This means 
that, there is no any ambipolar behaviour for the 
proposed structure for the whole range. 

Next, we compare the band diagram and energy-
resolved current spectrum for aforementioned devices 
at a given biasing conditions in OFF-state. Less 
leakage current of DGHJ-SB-CNTFET has two main 
reasons. The first one is that, in the presence of the 

DGHJ, the drain-channel barrier is broaden and 
therefore tunnelling probability reduces (Fig. (5-a) and 
(5-b)). The second reason is based on less current 
spectrum and consequently less quantum transmission 
in the channel of the proposed structures as shown in 
the inset of Fig. (5). 

 

 
Fig. 4 ION / IOFF versus VDS for two structures 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 5Energy-resolved current spectrum for (a) 
conventional SB-CNTFET, and (b) DGHJ-SB-CNTFET 
at the OFF-state (VGS = 0 and VDS = 0.4 V) (Also shown: 
Conduction band profile along the channel position) 
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Fig. 6 Delay time and PDP, as a function of VDS for three 
structures 

 
Finally, we want to compare the switching 

behaviours of each device. The first key parameter in 
the switching behaviours is the delay time defined by  
= (QON – QOFF) / ION indicating how fast a transistor 
switches. Where QON/OFF is the total charge during the 
ON/OFF state. 

One the other hand, as the second main switching 
parameter, the power-delay product (PDP) determined 
by PDP = (QON – QOFF) VDS, is a figure of merit 
correlated with the energy efficiency of a logic gate. 
Known as switching energy, PDP, is the product of the 
power consumption and the delay time. It has the 
dimension of energy and measures the energy 
consumed per switching event [12-13]. 

We evaluated delay time and PDP versus VDS for 
the two structures as shown in Fig. (6). In comparison 
to conventional structure, the DGHJSB-CNTFET has 
both the shorter delay time and the smaller PDP for the 
suitable range of VDS (about 0.35 V) valid for low 
power applications. 
 
Conclusion: 

In order to simulate the electronic properties of 
the proposed DGHJ-SB-CNTFET structure, the NEGF 
function with an uncoupled mode space has been used 
and the simulated characteristics have been compared 
with those of conventional SB-CNTFET. By using 
DGHJ the quantum transmission across the channel has 
been reduced; therefore, leakage tunnelling current of 
DGHJ-SB-CNTFET is deeply reduced. The proposed 
structure has noticeable advantages over conventional 
one: larger ION / IOFF current ratio, shorter delay time, 
smaller PDP and no ambipolar characteristic. Because 
of these superior behaviors and much less leakage 
current, the DGHJ-SB-CNTFET could be suitable for 
the high speed and low-power applications. 
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